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Description:
Baba Yaga's Home in the Forest
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Kateryna - Stitchy Princess

Ukrainian designer Kateryna (Stitchy Princess) is ever fascinated by her homeland's legends and specifically the
character of Baba Yaga, a witch sometimes evil, sometimes kind, who lives in the magic forest.

 

This is not the first time that the designer tackles the subject of Baba Yaga, but this time we meet her flying on a
broom with her cat, observed by two owls. To the right is her hut, perched on chicken feet, as the slavic legend
goes.

 

The cross stitch chart is very easy to stitch, with a certain symetry. A border of mini Baba Yaga huts frames the top
of the design, while miniature red mushroom, grouped in families of 1 dot, 2 dots and 3 dots add a touch of bright
color to the woodland landscape.

 

The pattern is stitched on natural linen, over two threads. If you are not familiar with stitching on linen fabric, you
could stitch on Aida linen.

>> Tips for stitching on linen or Aida linen
 

A cross stitch pattern by Kateryna - Stitchy Princess.

>> see all Baba Yaga patterns by Kateryna - Stitchy Princess
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Baba Yaga's Home in the Forest

Chart size in stitches: 83 x 83

Needlework fabric: 28 Ct. Ubelhor EVA 4035 color Seesand or natural linen of your choice

Size on 14ct Aida/28ct linen: 5.9 x 5.9 inch (15.06 x 15.06 cm)

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch, half stitch

Chart: Color and B&W, includes overview for Digital stitching

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/kateryna-stitchy-princess-baba-yagas-home-forest-cross-stitch-pattern-xml-296_717-4019.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/baba-yaga-cross-stitch-patterns-katheryna-stitchy-princess-xsl-296_717_721.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/stitcher-resources-cross-stitching-linen-fabric-pxl-8_40.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/baba-yaga-cross-stitch-patterns-katheryna-stitchy-princess-xsl-296_717_721.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=4016&w=66&h=86


Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 11

Themes: Baba Yaga, magic forest, fairytale, home, wooden hut, log cabin, owl, witch, mushroom, mouse, cauldron

 

>> see all patterns with Owls (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product
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